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elcome to Exploring Farm Animals. This
guide is one of over 40 separate pieces
developed by teams of Extension Service

educators, volunteers, youth, professional writers and
artists from the 12 states of the North Central Region.
With the exception of Exploring
Farm Animals all the other
materials in the “Skills for Life”
Series are arranged in sets of four
books dealing with eleven animal
projects. Each set has three youth
guides that were developed for
three levels of expertise —
beginner, intermediate and advanced. The fourth guide
in each set is a group activity guide like this one. Not all
states have all these materials. For information on how
to order materials in those areas that may interest your
more advanced youth see the inside back cover and
Resource page.

Exploring Farm Animals
This guide is designed to help kindergarten through
third grade youth develop life skills. This is done through
experiential (active) learning activities related to animal
agriculture. In other words, youth learn skills that help
them get through life as well as specific information
about animals. Animals and animal-based activities are
the “carrot” used to help youth develop important life
skills. Raising, showing and learning about animals can
lead to hundreds of exciting topics for learning
experiences. As a helper or teacher, you will be
helping boys and girls grow, develop and learn. It’s
a challenging and fun experience!
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The activities in this guide will acquaint youth with
animals and the part they play in our lives. Animals
provide us with food, clothing, medicines and many
other products important to our daily lives. Animal
needs are similar to ours, including food, shelter, care
and protection. It is important for people of all ages to
learn about and understand animals. Many animals
depend on us for their existence.

Your Role
As a volunteer working with youth, whether in
classrooms, 4-H groups, camps or animal clubs, you
can provide opportunities for youth to develop into self-
confident, caring individuals. This guide provides
activities, ideas and content to help you in this
challenging and exciting role. Whether this is your first
time working with a youth group or you have several
years of experience, you’ll find helpful tips and handy
information throughout this guide.

Your main role is to provide a safe, supportive
environment for youth to practice important life skills
while they explore the world of animals through many
exciting animal-related activities. Each chapter
emphasizes a particular life skill rather than specific
animal-related information. This approach may seem a
little strange at first. You will soon find that your
experiences and those of your members will lead to
some very good discussions beyond the animal-related
content. Just think how proud you will be when youth
learn a decision-making process that leads to
effectively choosing a car, good friends or even a
career!

W
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Helper’s Tips

v Have two group meetings a month
v Meet at the children’s homes, at a

community building or in a local school
v Have the youth “personalize” their group

by selecting a name
v Involve parents, guardians or teens —

children need their support
v Conduct meetings in an informal manner
v Provide lots of activity and quit each

activity while it is still fun
v Build on the knowledge of your group and

be a guide, NOT a lecturer
v Create an environment that

encourages each child to
respond openly

v Provide opportunities for
individual and group activities so
youth can both work alone and
with others

v Work with groups of five to eight children
v Encourage children to take their projects

home to share with their families
v Expect children to repeat and practice

new skills at home
v Promote the use of notebooks to organize

and store project materials; they’re 
a concrete symbol 
of accomplishment
and being part 
of a group

Exploring 
Farm Animals

Completion Certificate

I certify that _____________________________________________________________________

has participated in all the 4-H Exploring Farm Animals activities.

_______________________________________ _________________________

Project Helper’s Signature Date

□ Piglets, Lambs and Kids
□ Pancakes to Pork Chops
□ Product Scavenger Hunt
□ Create a Critter
□ Farm Animal Bingo
□ It’s Alive!
□ Livestock Cafe
□ Farm Animal 

Skillathon Fun
□ Working with Animals
□ Body Parts
□ Safety is Serious Stuff
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Teaching and Learning Experientially

T he 4-H Youth Development Program has promoted the five steps 
of the experiential learning model as an essential part of all

educational experiences. You’ll notice that each of the activities in 
this series, as well as those in all other curriculum products that have
qualified for the National 4-H Collection, use this model.

There are several reasons the five specific and sequential steps of 
the model work well when the objective is to combine the development 
of project subject matter and personal life skills in a single activity or
series of related activities. The experiential learning process engages
the learners in the activity, encourages them to think more, work harder
and ultimately learn more thoroughly than with traditional teaching
methods such as telling or showing.

Experiential learning takes
place when a person is
involved in an activity, looks
back and evaluates it,
determines what was useful
or important to remember
and uses this information to
perform another activity.

— John Dewey 

2. Share
As the model shows,
sharing is simply asking the

group or individuals: What
did you do? What happened?

What did it feel like to do
(whatever)? This step should

generate lots of information to
lead to the process step.

3. Process
The questions and discussion now become
more focused on what was most important
about the experience. Common themes that
emerge from the sharing session are explored
further. Often the key teaching points related 
to the subject matter are discussed.

4. Generalize
In this step the discussion
becomes more personal.
So what? is the question.
What did the experience
mean to me personally? To
my everyday life? The subject
matter alone could remain the
focus of the discussion in all five
steps of the model. However,
because the major outcome is to
help youth develop important life
skills, a major part of the discussion
is shifted on the life skill the youth
practiced while doing the activity or experience. If the
method employed required the youth to work in teams to
complete the activity then questions about teamwork
would be appropriate. If the methodology asks the youth
to communicate then communications skills are
discussed.

5. Apply
What was really learned
and can the youth
express how they can
use what they learned?
Or better yet, can they
actually show that they
have mastered a skill 
by performing another
activity that requires the
new skill to be used?
Again the emphasis is
placed on the life skill
practiced rather than 
the subject matter skill. 

1. Experience
Note the model begins with an experience. Action! This
immediately focuses the attention on the learner rather than the
teacher. When the learner is encouraged to learn by doing before
being told or shown how, opportunities are presented for a wide

variety of life skills to be practiced depending on
the method used to engage the youth in

the experience. As the group leader
your challenge is to “sit on your

hands” as much as possible
during the experience 

step. You and the youth
involved will quickly

learn what the skill 
or knowledge level is.
Many times you will
hear “We figured
this out all by
ourselves!”

Apply
what was learned

to a similar or
different situation;

practice

Share 
the results,
reactions,

observations
publicly

Experience
the activity;
 perform,

do it

Generalize 
to connect the
experience to 

real-world 
examples

Process
by discussing,
looking at the
experience;

analyze, reflect

1.

5. 2.

3.4.

Experiential
Learning 

Model

Pfeiffer, J.W., & Jones, J.E., “Reference Guide to
Handbooks and Annuals” © 1983 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

Reprinted with permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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Each farm animal, whether a sheep,
beef animal, dairy cow, swine,
chicken, rabbit or goat, provides
many fun and challenging learning
opportunities for this age group. In
this activity your group may select
any or all of these animals to explore.
Some groups choose to concentrate
with only one species at a meeting
while others look at all the species
at one time so comparisons 
can be made. Brief overviews of
each species has been included
throughout this guide.

Life Skill: Learning to learn

Project Skill: Exploring farm animals

What Group Color and discuss each farm animal
Will Do: including terms

Recognition: Praise all youth on their presentations 
and teamwork

Evaluation: Observe the level of new words that are
used throughout the activity and evaluate
the response to the learning to learn
questions in “Talk it Over”

Time One hour
Required:

Suggested 5–15
Group Size:

Materials Color crayons or pencils, outlines of 
Needed: animals, pictures of farmers working with

animals, breed pictures from magazines 
or breed associations

Getting Started
First provide each youth one of the animal outlines 
(or all of them) to color. Drawing the outlines from a hat
will create excitement. Whichever animal they color will
become “their animal” for the first part of this activity.
Encourage them to make a complete picture by taping
the outline on a plain piece of paper and coloring the
entire piece of paper. After the coloring is completed
have the youth describe their pictures. Then encourage
them to discuss or ask each other questions such as
the following: What sounds does it make? What does it
eat? How big is it? What color? What experiences have
you had with this animal? Why is the animal raised?
What products does it produce? How is it different
from other animals?

Another fun way to get the group started is to put
the drawings in envelopes, distribute one envelope
per person and in turn have each describe the
animal in their envelope to the rest of the group.
After about one minute call time and ask the group
what animal was being described.

1. Experience (Doing)

On page 15 is a list of words that work well for this
activity. Cut the words apart and lay them face down 
on the table or floor. Include words that are appropriate
to the species selected and the expertise in the group.
Pair the youth and then have each pair take one of the
words and tell what they think the word means and to
which animal it could belong. The group then decides
under what drawing to place the word and does so.
Stop the activity when the enthusiasm is still high.

Learning to Learn



1. Have youth bring items made from
by-products of animals and share them
with the group.

2. Plan a visit to a farm or ranch that
raises animals.

3. Ask a farmer or rancher to bring an
animal and visit with the group.

4. Obtain breed pictures from 
the associations listed on the
Resources page and play a matching
game with the group.

ChallengesChallenges

oats are raised all
over the world. The

most popular goat breed 
in the United States is the
Nubian. These goats have
roman (rounded) nose and
long drooping ears and 
can be any color. Nubians
originally came from North
Africa. The Alpine,
Toggenburg and Saanen
are dairy goat breeds 
which originally came from
Switzerland. They all have
erect ears that are carried
forward. Their color
markings and face shape
are different. The
LaMancha is easily
recognized because it has
very short ears or no ears
at all.

Dairy goats
require a
balanced diet 
of hay or grass, grain
and fresh water. 

A good producing dairy
goat will produce over 
a gallon of milk daily.

Goat milk can be used 
for drinking or for making
cheese. The Boer goat is
typically raised for meat
(chevon) and is valued by
many people. The Angora
goat is raised for its hair.
Angora hair is very soft and
silky. The hair is removed
from the goat by a person
using a shears and
equipment similar to that
used for sheep. The Angora
hair is collected and taken
to a processor who makes
the hair into yarns and
fabrics. The fabric and
yarns are then used for
making clothing and

blankets.

GoatsHorses

G
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2. Share (What happened?)

Q. What did you do?

Q. What did you learn about animals?

3. Process (What ’s important?)

Q. What did you learn from the other youth?

4. Generalize (So what?)

Q. How does sharing ideas and experiences help 
you learn more?

5. Apply (Now what?)

Q. How can you learn more about farm 
animals?

Q. Where can you learn new things besides
school?

Talk it Over

he male horse is
called a stallion, the

female a mare. A young
horse is called a foal, a
young female a filly and 
a young male a colt. A
group of horses is called 
a herd. A mare carries her
foal for about 11 months
before giving birth. The
foal can stand and run
within an hour after birth
(foaling). The mare
nurses her foal until it is
old enough to drink water
and eat on its own.

Horses need fresh hay,
grain (oats, barley, corn)
and water every day.
Horses need to have their
hooves trimmed so they
can walk properly.
Deworming and
vaccination against horse
diseases should be done
on a regular basis to
maintain a healthy horse.

Special equipment is
needed for riding a horse.
A leather bridle is placed
on the horse’s head. The
leather straps called reins
are attached to the bridle
to help guide the horse the
way the rider wants to go.
A saddle is usually used
when riding a horse. A
saddle pad is put on first
and the leather saddle 
is placed on the horse’s
back. It is held in place 
by a strap around the belly
of the horse and tightened
so it won’t fall off.

All horses need special
care and training. It takes
about two years for a
young horse to be big
enough to ride. Time,
patience and good
judgment go a long way in
producing a well-trained
horse or pony.

T



Animals on the Farm
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1. Experience (Doing)

Ask the children to compare one of their daily food
charts with the number of recommended servings on
the Food Guide Pyramid. How close did they come?
What could they change to have a better diet? Discuss
their answers. Children may need help identifying all
the foods with animal products. (Cake has eggs in it,
for example.) You may need to help, but be sure to let
them try first. You may want to discuss the information
in the “Did You Know?” section at this point. Continue
with the “Talk It Over” questions.

7

Pancakes to
Pork Chops

Eating right is basic. Eating from 
the basic food groups, that is. 
This lesson asks children to record
everything they eat for two days 
and mark the items that come from
animals. This activity helps them
understand that food from animals
provides many essential nutrients
they need to grow and develop. The
questions that follow will help the
children recognize that recording
things as they are done is a good
way to learn.

Getting Started
This activity requires that the children record everything
they eat for two days. Hand out copies of “My Food Chart”
and explain what they will be doing at one meeting and
plan to discuss their findings at the next. Remind the
children to ask their parents to help them and to bring
their charts to the next meeting. If children forget their
charts, as an alternative activity, have them record
everything they have eaten the day the activity is
discussed.

When the children arrive, prepare them to discuss their
food charts by having them tell the group their favorite
foods. Then have them name the food that is on their list
the most number of times. (If the full group is over 15, you
may want to divide into smaller groups for this sharing.)

Life Skill: Learning to Learn

Project Skill: Naming foods people eat that come from
animals

What Group Record everything they eat for two days
Will Do:

Recognition: Every child who remembers her or his 
charts should be given a small token 
or award for being prepared

Evaluation: Children should be able to recognize what
foods are animal products or part animal
products when they complete the activity.
Learning to learn can be assessed through
the apply question. At this age, the idea
that keeping records is valuable and some
reasons for doing so are all that’s expected.

Time 45 minutes
Required:

Suggested Up to 25
Group Size:

Materials Copy of “My Food Chart” for each child,
Needed: chalkboard or large piece of chart paper,

markers and pens or pencils

Animals eat
some of the
same foods

we do.



1. Ask small groups of children to make milk group,
meat group, and other animal-product mobiles.
Materials needed include scissors, glue, string or
yarn, paper punch, hangers, magazines or crayons
and markers, and unlined 5" by 7" index cards.
Create the mobile by having children draw, paint or
paste pictures of animal-produced foods on one side
of 5" by 7" cards and the animal that produced the
product on the other side. Use a paper punch and
string or yarn to assemble the mobile. Punch a hole
at the top of each index card and tie with string. Tie
opposite ends of strings to wire hangers so that they
are balanced on the hanger. Encourage the children
to find a special place in the meeting area to display
the mobiles.

2. Have children draw the Food Guide Pyramid with
the food groups and the number of recommended
servings on it. Encourage them to take their pyramids
home and compare their daily diets with the
recommended daily allowances.

ChallengesChallenges

enclosed box attached 
to protect them from the
weather. It should allow
for good ventilation in the
summer and be enclosed
during the winter.

Rabbits need to be fed 
a balanced diet and fresh
water every day. Water
bottles and feed
containers are available
at pet and farm supply
stores. The pellets rabbits
eat are made from
alfalfa and grain.

Rabbits can be excitable
when being handled.
They can bite and scratch
with their toe nails. It is
best to wear long sleeves
when handling rabbits.
Pick up a mature rabbit
by grasping the hide over
the shoulders while
placing the other hand
under 
the rabbit’s hindquarters.

he male rabbit is
called a buck, the

female is called a doe
and the young are called
kits. It takes 28 to 32
days from the time the
doe is pregnant until
she gives birth. A
nesting box filled with
straw is placed in the
doe’s hutch so she 
can make a nest prior 
to giving birth (called
kindling). The number
of young in a litter may
vary from four to 10 kits.

They are born without
hair and with their eyes
closed. They depend on
the mother for survival.
Young rabbits are left
with the doe until they
are four to eight weeks
old. They are then
mature enough to leave
their mother and be put
into their own hutch or
sent to market.

Adult rabbits need to be
housed individually in a
strong wire hutch with an

Rabbits

T

Talk it Over

2. Share (What happened?)

Q. How many times did you eat each product 
in two days (milk, meat and other animal
products)?

Q. Make a chart counting or graphing all the 
foods eaten by groups. Which foods were 
eaten most often by our group?

3. Process (What’s important?)

Q. What farm animals produce each product 
(milk, meat, and other animal products)?

Q. How do animal products fit into a healthy diet? 
(See Food Guide Pyramid.)

Q. Some people don’t eat meat (vegetarians). 
How might they get enough good nutrition? 
(Beans, peas, peanuts, eggs.)

Q. Was it hard to record everything you ate 
for two days? Why or why not?

4. Generalize (So what?)

Q. What did you learn by recording everything 
you ate for two days?

5. Apply (Now what?)

Q. In this lesson, you learned about your nutrition 
by recording what you ate. When might you 
record something else to remember or help 
yourself learn? (Checking off chores as we do 
them to show they’re done, writing things we 
need on a grocery list, making a list of all the 
books we read, writing our heights and weights 
on grow charts, keeping journals, etc.)

8



There are six food groups as shown on this Food
Guide Pyramid. You should eat the number of
servings shown from each food group every day:

v The milk and meat groups include
many animal products. Foods in the
milk group come from cows and goats
and include milk, yogurt, ice cream,
cottage cheese, cheese and butter. 

v Many of the foods in the meat group
come from farm animals and include
meat and eggs. This group also
includes peas, dry beans and seeds
that grow on farms.

Name: 

_________________________________________________________

Directions:
v On the chart, write everything you ate for two days
v Mark the products from animals:

D = Dairy products
M = Meat products
O = Foods with other animal products

v Show on the Food Guide Pyramid the number of servings 
of the six food groups you ate in one day 

My
Food
Chart

Breakfast Lunch Dinner Snacks

First day

__________
date

Second day

__________
date

Food Guide Pyramid

How many meat products (M) did you eat? □
How many dairy products (D) did you eat? □
How many other animal products did you eat? □

9



Product Scavenger Hunt
Product Animal Price

T-bone steak

leg of lamb

ice cream

cheese

butter

hamburger

gloves

brushes

gum

crayon

marshmallows

pet food

car waxes
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Product
Scavenger

Hunt
A field trip to the grocery store 
or supermarket offers many
opportunities for youth to learn
about farm animals. In addition to
the wide variety of products found,
youth can explore packaging,
marketing, how individual items
move from the farm to the store 
and issues involving food safety. 
In this activity youth will expand 
their knowledge of farm animals by
participating in a store scavenger
hunt.

Getting Started
The first item needed for the scavenger hunt is a list 
of items. Involving the youth in making the list of farm
animal products and by-products increases what will be
learned. Depending on the age of the group, 10 to 20
items is usually enough. Provide space to include five
additional items that the youth would find in the store
and could write on the list themselves. A partial list of
products is shown. Plan on providing each team of two
a list.

1. Experience (Doing)

After forming teams (pairs or trios work well) provide
each team directions and a scavenger list. The time
allowed will depend how well acquainted the youth 
are with the store and their ages. Do your best to 
make the activity a total team effort rather than being 
a competition to see who can find everything in the
shortest amount of time. Encourage them to find 
items that are new to them. Take time to process 
the experience. Several additional activities to expand
this initial experience are listed in More Challenges.

Life Skill: Learning to learn 

Project Skill: Exploring farm animal products

What Group Participate in a grocery store scavenger 
Will Do: hunt

Recognition: Recognize active participation and working 
together to find the items

Evaluation: See how many products the youth find 
and if they recognize that playing games 
is a fun way to learn.

Time One hour
Required:

Suggested 5 to 10
Group Size:

Materials Scavenger game list of items with place
Needed: to write prices and animal name



1. Have the youth examine the Nutrition Facts
labels on farm animal food products and
compare them to non-animal products.

2. Involve the youth in identifying retail cuts 
of meat, where they come from and how they
should be cooked. Excellent information is
available from the National Livestock and 
Meat Board. See the Resource page for the
address.

3. Have the youth prepare home-made ice
cream, cook meat products or prepare food
dishes that include animal products.

4. Involve the youth in drawing and coloring
the steps that are a part of animal products
moving from the farm to the store. Milk for
example would include these steps:

a. Cow eats hay, grass and grain to make 
milk.

b. Dairy farmer milks the cow.
c. Milk is put in a bulk milk tank.
d. Milk is taken to the milk processing 

plant by a tank truck.
e. Milk is treated and poured into milk 

cartons.
f. Milk cartons are delivered to the 

grocery store.

Other ideas include “Sheep to Shawl” or “Beef
to Burgers.”

2. Share (What happened?)

Q. What products did you find?

Q. What animals did each project come from?

Q. What animal by-products did you find?

3. Process (What’s important?)

Q. Why are farm animals important to us?

Q. What if we didn’t have farm animals?

Q. How are farm animal products kept safe 
for us to eat?

4. Generalize (So what?)

Q. How did exploring the products in a
grocery store help you learn new things?

Q. How is a scavenger hunt different than 
shopping?

5. Apply (Now what?)

Q. What other places could you go to learn
new things about farm animals?

ChallengesChallenges

Talk it Over
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Getting Started
Get the children thinking about the subject of animal
body parts. Begin by dividing the group into pairs.
Have each pair talk about differences they have seen
in the way animals look. Allow
each pair to talk about their
observations. Then explain
that the differences among
animals help them survive.
The long necks of giraffes, 
for example, let them reach
the leaves of trees that other
animals cannot. Scientists use
these differences in animal parts 
to put animals into groups. For more
information about this, see the “Did
You Know?” section.

Create a
Critter3
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Young children are often curious
why animals all look different—big 
or small, hairy or feathered, black 
or white. Why do animals all look
different? Scientists, too, wonder
why animals look the way they do.
They use differences in parts to
classify or group them. Scientists
have already classified almost a
million species of animals, and each
year brings discoveries of new ones.
This activity encourages youth to
think about the special parts of
animals by asking them to create
and explain an imaginary “critter”
with a specialized purpose. In doing
this, the youth will learn that animals
have parts specialized for their
environment as they practice
communicating and relating to
others.

1. Experience (Doing)

Ask the children to “Create A Critter” with a special
purpose of its own (a room-cleaning or game-playing
critter, for example). Have them begin by drawing 
an outline of the critter on a blank piece of paper.
Encourage the children to be creative; the animal can
have parts from a variety of different animals or even
something that no real animal has. To help them get
ideas, you may want to draw animal parts and put them
on a chalkboard or wall in the front of the room (cat
nose, pig tail, bird beak, cow ear, giraffe neck, etc.). 
To further stimulate imaginations, you may want to
supply other materials that the children can add to their
“critter” such as small shells, pieces of cloth or seeds.
Finally, ask each child to explain his or her critter and
its special parts to the group, either to the whole group
or to groups of three or four. Continue with the “Talk It
Over” questions.

Life Skill: Relating to others

Project Skill: Identifying special uses of animal body 
parts

What Group Draw, cut and paste imaginary “critters”
Will Do:

Recognition: As the youth explain their critters and their 
special parts to the group, be sure to look 
at every child’s critter, notice its special 
body parts and compliment the child for 
her/his efforts

Evaluation: A verbal evaluation of what they learned
about relating to others can be done from
the questions in the “Talk It Over” section

Time One hour
Required:

Suggested Up to 20 (one adult for every five youth)
Group Size:

Materials Crayons or pencils, scissors, blank sheets
Needed: of paper for each child, glue, other materials

that can be glued to paper to add dimension
or texture (seeds, cloth, etc.)

Relating to Others

My animal
needs to be

able to run fast
and climb

trees.
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2. Share (What happened?)

Q. What kind of a “critter” did you make?

Q. What is your critter’s name?

Q. How hard was it to “create a critter” 
of your own? Why?

Scientists group animals in many ways
to make it easier to talk about them.
Animals are grouped by: 
(1) Where they live (desert, grassland,
ocean, polar region, etc.).  (2) What
they eat. If they eat only plants they are
called herbivores, if they eat only other
animals they are carnivores, or if they
eat both plants and animals they are
called omnivores.  (3) Physical
characteristics (warm-blooded versus
cold-blooded (poikilothermic); birds
versus reptiles versus mammals).  
(4) Wild (like a deer, fox or bear) 
or domesticated (cows, pigs and
chickens).

Another important way that scientists
group animals is by their body parts.
Animals that have body parts that look
the same are grouped together. For
example, the teeth of all cats (such as
lions, tigers and house cats) are pointed
and sharp, designed to rip meat. The
teeth of a sheep or cow are wide and
flat (and only on the bottom jaw) to
better pick grass close to the ground.
The legs of a deer are specially
designed to climb and run quickly to
avoid enemies while the legs of most
birds are weak because they fly from
enemies. 

Animal eyes are also specialized. Birds
of prey (like eagles and hawks) have
good eyes that can spot a mouse in a
field from half a mile away. Animals that
live in the dark (like bats and moles)
have little or no eyesight. Animal noses
vary depending on how the animal uses
it. Bird noses (beaks) are usually long
and hard that allows them to crack
seeds; most animals have soft noses
better suited to smelling. Animal ears,
color, skin, tails, feet, claws,
etc. are also specialized in
animals.

1. Have the youth create riddles about animals.
They will enjoy finding interesting facts that are
fun to know such as what is the largest mammal
or fastest animal.

2. People have sayings that sometimes include
animals. Have the youth make a list of them.
(Quiet as a mouse, hungry as a bear.)

3. Ask the youth to make mobiles. Pick one
group of animals and cut pictures of animals that
fit your group. (Animals that have fur, animals
that swim, etc.)

4. Have the youth create more critters from
parts of animals cut from magazines or make
puzzles from pictures of farm animals.

5. Display pictures of specialized animal parts
and ask youth to identify the purpose of each
part.

Did You Know?

3. Process (What’s important?)

Q. Describe five special parts of your “critter” 
and tell the purpose of each part.

Q. How did it feel to tell others about your critter?

Q. What did you think the others might do or say 
when they saw your critter? Did it happen

4. Generalize (So what?)

Q. Why is it sometimes hard to explain things 
to a whole group

5. Apply (Now what?)

Q. What would help you feel more comfortable 
when you’re talking in front of a group of 
people?

Acknowledgement Adapted from Cloverbuds: A 4-H Discovery Program, Minnesota Extension Service.

ChallengesChallenges

Talk it Over

Your teeth
are wide
and flat.

Did You Know?
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Talk it Over

1. Have the youth make a bingo game 
for pre-schoolers using pictures.

2. See if the group can design another
game to learn about animals.

2. Share (What happened?)

Q. What did you learn?

Q. How was this type of bingo different than 
regular bingo?

3. Process (What’s important?)

Q. Why was this a fun way to learn about
animals?

Q. How did working together and playing
bingo together make you feel?

4. Generalize (So what?)

Q. What can you learn about someone
when you work together on a project?

5. Apply (Now what?)

Q. How can you be a good friend to
someone?

Farm Animal
Bingo

Playing games in teams or as a
group is a fun way to learn about
farm animals while developing
relationship skills. One of these
popular games is Bingo. Instead 
of bingo cards with numbers, Farm
Animal Bingo can be played with
pictures or names of items related 
to the animal or animals being
explored. In this activity your group
will discover terms of several of the
farm animal species as they build
their knowledge level.

Getting Started
First decide if the groups want to play using names that relate 
to one kind of animal or more than one. A list of possible terms 
to get you started is included on the next page. Many of these
same terms plus additional ones are included in the Farm Animal
Glossary in this guide. Also, rather than simple B-I-N-G-O to
identify the rows on the cards, have the group think of another
five-letter name that might relate. Just be sure no letters are the
same. A name like H-O-R-S-E works fine. After the youth have
made the lines on their cards have them write or tape different
names or pictures on their cards.

1. Experience (Doing)

Once the cards are ready the game may begin. Several
variations for playing are possible. One way to keep everyone
involved and keep the learning active is to ask the first person to
say a word from any row and tell something about it. All players
who have the same word then put a bean or button on it. The
next player then selects a second word under the same or
different row and repeats the process. Continue until one person
has a H-O-R-S-E Bingo of five names in a row.

Other versions include putting all the words in a bowl and the
caller reading a letter and a word. Sometimes asking the youth to

tell something about their
“Bingo” increases the
educational value.
Having two youth per
card is encouraged to
further enhance the
opportunity to develop
relationship skills.

Life Skill: Relating to others

Project Skill: Learning farm animal words

What Group Play Farm Animal Bingo
Will Do:

Recognition: Compliment each youth throughout all parts
of the game

Evaluation: Use the progress made in understanding
increasingly more difficult words and the
responses to the “Talk it Over” questions

Time One hour
Required:

Suggested 4–20 youth
Group Size:

Materials Heavy paper to make Bingo cards, list 
Needed: of animal-related words, pencils, rulers,

buttons or beans

ChallengesChallenges

Bingo!
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Horse Dairy Sheep Chicken Goat PigCow

Breed Palomino Jersey Suffolk Leghorn Alpine Duroc

Arabian Holstein Hampshire Cornish Saanen Yorkshire

Thoroughbred Guernsey Southdown Buff Cochin Nubian Berkshire

Tennessee Brown Columbia New Angora Chester
Walker Swiss Hampshire White

Names Mare Bull Ewe Cockerel Buck Sow

Stallion Steer Ram Hen Kid Boar

Colt Heifer Wether Pullet Doe Barrow

Filly Calf Lamb Chick Wether Gilt

Foal Cow Gummer Rooster Doeling Piglet

Products Riding Milk Wool Eggs Cheese Pork

Racing Ice Cream Lamb Poultry Yogurt Leather

Body Fetlock Chine Dock Beak Teat Ham
Parts

Gaskin Crop Leg of Lamb Comb Thurl Jowl

Mane Udder Loin Hackle Loin Snout

Other Herd Herd Flock Flock Herd Herd

Words
Foaling Calving Lambing Hatching Kidding Farrowing

Gelding Milking Clippers Roost Weaning Litter
Machine

Bridle Bulk Tank Wool Card Nest Twins Hurdle

Neigh Moooo Baaaa Cluck, Cluck Bleat Oink, Oink

Bit Halter Lambing Pen Candling Mohair Ear Notcher

Farm Animal Terms
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It’s Alive!
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Young children are usually fascinated
by live animals. They are also excited
to care for them. Sometimes they 
do not fully realize the responsibility
involved. In this lesson, you will help
children make a plan to care for 
a live animal for a week. Youth will
learn the responsibility required and
practice planning and decision-
making skills.

Life Skill: Making decisions

Project Skill: Planning and caring for a farm animal

What Group Make animal-care collages and a plan
Will Do: to care for a live animal for a week

Recognition: Before moving to the “Animal Care 
Checklist” be sure that helpers look at 
and comment positively on each “Animal 
Collage.” Reinforce the children as they 
explain their collages.

Evaluation: The project skill of caring for a live animal
can be assessed from looking at the
children’s “Animal Collages” and the
“Animal Care Checklist.” How well did the
youngster do in anticipating the needs of
the animal? Decision making is assessed
through the generalized questions. Did the
children understand how and why they and
their families made their decisions about
animal care?

Time One hour
Required:

Suggested Up to 20
Group Size:

Materials Copies of “Animal Care Checklist” for every
Needed: child, blank sheets of paper, scissors,

pencils, glue and magazines with pictures 
of farm animals and items needed to care
for them.

Getting Started
Bring the children into the activity by
asking: “Do you have an animal at
home?” “If not, who do you know who
has an animal?” “Why do people have
pets or raise farm animals?” “What kind
of things do animals need?”

1. Experience (Doing)

Begin by asking each child to decide on an animal they
would like to take care of for a week. Preferably it will 
be a real farm animal or pet, but a stuffed animal can 
be substituted. Next, invite each child to find a magazine
picture of that kind of animal, draw it or use a photograph.
Then have the children find pictures that show the food,
shelter and equipment necessary for care of that animal.
Ask them to make an “Animal Collage” by gluing their
pictures to blank sheets of paper. Ask each child to explain
her/his “Animal Collage” to a small group of three or four
others. Use the questions in the Talk it Over section to
initiate a discussion. Distribute copies of the “Animal Care
Checklist” and have them compare their pictures with the
things on the checklist. Encourage each child to record or
check what they do each day to care for their real or stuffed
animal. Compare checklists at the next group meeting.

Decisions, Decisions

Farm
animals and
pets need us
to take care

of them.

      



1. Ask youngsters to create a scrapbook 
of different pets or farm animals. For each
animal cut pictures of the kind of food and
shelter the animal needs.

2. Visit a pet store or farm feed store 
and look at all the different kinds of food
available for animals. What other supplies
are available for animals?

3. Visit a local veterinary clinic to see 
the kinds of care veterinarians provide 
for animals. If possible, have the staff
demonstrate proper care for different
animals.

2. Share (What happened?)

Q. What animal did you decide to take care of for 
a week?

Q. What kinds of things does your animal need? 
(Shelter, food, water, exercise and attention.)

Q. Did you include in your collage everything you
needed to care for an animal for a week?

3. Process (What’s important?)

Q. How did you decide when you would take 
care of your animal?

Q. How does your family decide who will care 
for any animals and when they will do it?

4. Generalize (So what?)

Q. What would happen if a person decides not 
take care of her or his animal?

5. Apply (Now what?)

Q. How can planning ahead help you decide 
if you really can be a good animal owner?

Q. When would it be better for someone 
to decide not to have an animal or pet?

Pets, Pets, Pets

Talk it Over

ChallengesChallenges

v Fish are great pets 
for some people.
They take very little
space, not much time,
and everyday care is
simple. Care of fish is
mostly cleaning their
tanks. Tanks without
filters need to be
cleaned daily. Tanks
with filters can go 
for several weeks
without cleaning. 
The drawback about
fish is they can never 
be handled.

v Hamsters can also
make great pets. If
they are kept tame 
by being handled,
they like to be petted 
often. Hamsters keep
themselves very clean
if the cage is cleaned
every other day.

17

v All pets need water,
food, shelter and
clean space, but
some need less
everyday care and
equipment than
others.

v All that cats need is
your home, a litter
box and a special
bed or cushion.
Some cats,
especially those 
who stay indoors 
all the time, need 
a scratching post to
keep from scratching
furniture.

v Birds are excellent
pets for some people
because they usually
require less care
than a cat or a dog.
Birds need a cage,
perch, water and
feed dishes. At night
the cage should be
covered with a cloth
to keep the bird from
getting chilled.

Misc. Mice 4
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Getting Started
Collect as many animal feeds as possible
for this activity. The widest variety of
animal feeds are available at a grain
elevator or livestock feed store. In an
urban area, you may be able to find some
of these items in pet stores. The more
variety of feeds you find, the more
interesting the activity will become. Set up
a row of feed items that are numbered but not labeled by
name before the children arrive. When the children arrive
begin by asking each child to name a
feed eaten by a farm animal. When
they have listed a number of
feeds, ask them which ones 
are also eaten by people. 

Before introducing the real
feed ingredients divide the
group into teams and have
each team color feed
ingredients shown on 
the Feed Match Game. 
After the teams
finish coloring
have them
match the grain
and its name.

1. Experience (Doing)

Invite the children to guess the livestock feeds on
display and the animal(s) that would eat each feed.

Encourage the children to touch and smell each
one. Then give each pair of children a set of 
cards with the name of a feed on each one.

Have them place each card near the feed they
think it matches. Discuss any differences in
opinion. As a group, check answers with the

answer key. If there are incorrect
matches, ask “How can we find
what these animal feeds are?”
Compliment their good
suggestions and do them if
practical. Finally discuss what
each food is and what animal
eats it. Continue with the “Talk

It Over” questions.

Livestock
Cafe

Like all living things, farm animals
(livestock) need nutrition to grow
and be healthy. Children are often
curious about what an animal 
eats and what feeds are good 
for animals. Some children know
common myths about what animals
eat (like goats eating tin cans) but
don’t really understand what they
need to be healthy. In this activity
they will learn about good animal
nutrition and ways to learn more
about the subject.

Life Skill: Making decisions

Project Skill: Identifying animal feeds

What Group Inspect and guess animal feeds and the
Will Do: animal(s) that eat them

Recognition: Actively encourage each child to use 
the senses of sight, smell and touch to 
investigate the animal feeds. When children 
volunteer answers, compliment them.

Evaluation: A quick evaluation of the animal feeds
learned can be gained from the “share”
questions. Invite the children to shuffle the
labels and label the feeds a second time
after you have discussed the answers as a
group. Learning to learn can be assessed
from the “apply” questions. Do they
understand different ways of learning about
animal feeds and helping each other learn?

Time 50 minutes
Required:

Suggested Up to 20
Group Size:

Materials Samples of animal feeds (corn, hay, water,
Needed: wheat, oats, barley, soybeans or soybean

meal, milo, millet, corn and hay silage,
chopped green fodder, a mineral block),
separate numbers and labels for each feed
sample, sheets of paper with a list of the
feed samples and pencils

Now I know
the difference
between oats,
corn, barley
and wheat.



2. Share (What happened?)

Q. What new animal feeds did you learn?

Q. How do farmers know what to feed their 
animals?

Q. How did you learn the animal feeds today?

3. Process (What’s important?)

Q. Why don’t all farm animals eat the same 
foods? (They have different bodies and 
digestive systems.)

4. Generalize (So what?)

Q. How did you help each other learn the 
animal feeds?

1. Visit a farm to show children first-hand what and
how animals are fed. Before the visit, write questions
to ask the farmer about animal feeding practices.

2. As a group, discuss which feeds displayed people
eat. Begin by asking children for ideas and then
showing them products with those
feeds in them. 

3. Look through recipe books
and find recipes that use some
of the same foods animals eat.
With adult help, try making
some! How about
oatmeal cookies, corn
muffins, apple crisp
with oatmeal?

5. Apply (Now what?)

Q. How else could you have learned about
animal feeds? (Read a book, visit a farm,
visit a livestock feed store, talk with a
veterinarian, etc.)

Q. What are some other good ways people
can help each other learn new things?

Talk it Over

ChallengesChallenges

Shorthorn Hereford

Charolais Angus

eef cattle mainly 
eat forages such 

as grass and hay. In
addition, they eat grains.
They are different from
most animals, because
they have a stomach with
four different sections.
These sections are called
the rumen, reticulum,
omasum, and
abomasum. Animals with
this kind of stomach are
called ruminants. The
four-section stomach 
lets beef cattle eat large
amounts of hay, grass, 
and silage that simple-
stomach (monogastric)
animals cannot digest.
They are able to
regurgitate, or bring food
back to their mouth after
swallowing it, in order 

to chew the food further—
a process called
rumination. Because beef
cattle eat an abundance of
grass, they can be raised
on land that is not suitable
to growing crops such 
as corn, wheat, and
soybeans. Beef animals
may also eat grains such
as corn, barley, oats, milo,
and soybean meal. Plenty
of water is also needed.

The adult male is called 
a bull and the female a
cow. The young offspring
are called calves. A heifer
is a young female that has
not had a calf. Some cattle
have horns and others 
are naturally polled (born
without horns). It is a myth
that all bulls have horns.

B
Beef Cattle
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There are over 100
breeds of beef cattle in
the United States. They
are different in size and
color. In addition, each
breed has strengths 
and may be utilized 
for different purposes.
Examples include the
Hereford breed, which 
is red in color and has 
a white face. It originated
in England. The Hereford
breed is normally used 
as a maternal breed. 
The Angus breed is all
black or red. It is
naturally polled and
originated 
in the highlands of
Scotland. The Angus
breed is noted for their
carcass characteristics.
The Shorthorn breed

originated on the 

Northeastern Coast 
of England and may 
be a variety of shades 
of red, white and roans.
Shorthorns are noted for
their milking ability and
muscling. The Charolais
breed is white and
originated in France.
Charolais cattle are
known for their amount 
of muscling.

Beef cattle provide us
with a variety of meats.
Hamburger and steaks
are the most familiar and
popular. By-products
that come from cattle
include gelatin, leather,
medicines, buttons,
glues, and other things
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Feed Match Game

Milo Alfalfa
Hay Barley Water

Oats Corn Pasture
Grass Soybean 
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Animal
Skillathon

Fun
A skillathon is a way of involving
youth and their parents in a
challenging, fun, non-competitive
learning-by-doing activity. This
teaching method helps youth
develop both personal and project
skills. A skillathon works well in most
settings where you want youth to be
actively involved and making their
own decisions.

A skillathon consists of one or more
learning stations at which teams are
presented with realistic situations
and tasks to do. The teams attempt
to complete the tasks before being
told or shown how. The role of the
station operator is to help the teams
build on their experiences rather
than showing or telling them.

Getting Started
To prepare for the skillathon involve the youth as much
as possible. Stations can be on almost any topic that
will involve youth in doing something together. Several
possible topics are listed on page 34 of this guide as
well as on the next page. You’ll want to make the
stations quite easy before adding stations with
situations requiring higher levels of thinking and
reasoning skills. Here are some of the steps to
conducting a skillathon:

v Decide on the stations wanted, considering the
expertise level, time and resources available.

v Gather the equipment and supplies necessary 
for the youth to perform the task.

v Make station signs showing a realistic situation
and task to do so teams don’t require additional
directions. Decide who will be in charge of each
station. Young children often do very well at being
the station operator.

The role of the station operator is very important:
v Be familiar with the topic.
v Develop several questions to ask.
v Allow the team members to discover for themselves

how to accomplish the task instead of telling or
showing them how.

v Support the learning by following the
steps of the skillathon model shown
above.

Life Skill: Making decisions

Project Skill: Practicing farm animal management 
techniques

What Group Participate in a farm animal skillathon
Will Do:

Recognition: Youth will often generate their own form 
of recognition if they feel their ideas for 
solving the tasks are accepted. Being able 
to demonstrate team solutions for the entire 

group is often a highlight

Evaluation: Observe the involvement, group interaction
and decision making opportunities that
occur. Process the experience using the
questions in the “Talk it Over” section

Time One hour (moves quickly)
Required:

Suggested 10–20 youth
Group Size:

Materials Station signs, situation and task signs or
Needed: cards, materials necessary for the teams 

to perform the tasks at each station

Skillathon Model
1. Form teams of 2 to 

5 members.

8. Ask questions to help 
them build on what they 
presented.

7. Accept the teams'  
solutions.

6. Listen to teams'  
p resentations .

5. Respond to teams'  
questions with  
questions so answers 
are their own.

4. Step back and allow the 
t eams time to discove r  
t heir own solutions.

3. Provide the teams with  
realistic situations and 
t asks to respond to .

2. Make supplies a vailable.9. Reinforce their 
e fforts wit h praise.

Skillathon 
Operator

Team

Here’s your
situation
and task.
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v Identifying Kinds of Farm Animals

Situation: You are with a friend who doesn’t know

much about farm animals.

Your Task: Match the pictures of the animals with

their names and name one thing that makes them

different from the other animals.

v Following Milk from Cow to Table

Situation: You wonder how milk gets to your

refrigerator.
Your Task: Arrange the cards in correct order and

explain what is happening at each step.

v Caring for a Newborn Farm Animal

Situation: An animal has just been born.

Your Task: Demonstrate what you would do 

in the first few minutes of the newborn’s life.

v Identifying Breeds of Farm Animals

v Matching Farm Animals and Their Products

v Matching Meat Cuts with Farm Animals

v Identifying Parts of Farm Animals

Ideas for 

Skillathon Stations

Extra! Extra!

Patterns to make

realistic farm animals

that youth can use to

perform many activities

are listed on the

Resource page. The

lamb, calf, goat kid,

piglet, rabbit and horse

model animals make 

any experience more 

fun (and safer than live

animals).

1. Experience (Doing)

Once the stations are in place, begin the skillathon.
Depending on the size of your group and the number of
stations, form teams of two to four youth. Start each team
at a different station. Allow 5 to 10 minutes at each station.
Then have the teams rotate to the next station. After the
teams have attempted the tasks at each station discuss
each station as well as the “Talk it Over” questions.

1. Have the group organize and
conduct a skillathon for their parents.

ChallengesChallenges

Talk it Over
2. Share (What happened?)

Q. How did you like the skillathon?

Q. What station was most fun? Why?

Q. What station was hardest? Why?

3. Process (What’s important?)

Q. How did you decide what to do?

Q. How did you decide who had the best 
ideas to do each task?

4. Generalize (So what?)

Q. What did you learn about making decisions
when you are part of a team?

5. Apply (Now what?)

Q. What other activities do you think would
make good skillathon stations?

This model 
lamb is fun 

to use!



Getting Started
Ask each child to name a job and tell if it
includes working with animals. Make a list
of jobs that include animals and jobs that don’t.
Example jobs that include animals are veterinarian,
pet store owner, zoo keeper, livestock trucker, farmer,
rancher, trainer, animal scientist and police officer in
a canine unit.

Working
with

Animals
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Having a career working with
animals is a dream for many
children. Most, however, are not
aware of the many job opportunities
available. This lesson is designed to
raise their awareness. By investigating
possible careers related to animals
they will also learn more about
themselves — what they like and
which careers interest them.

Life Skill: Understanding self

Project Skill: Identifying jobs working with animals

What Group Select a favorite animal and five jobs
Will Do: working with that animal

Recognition: Have a helper comment on each child’s 
animal career sheet. Reward the children 
with praise for describing their career 
sheets to others.

Evaluation: If the children are able to draw or identify
and find pictures of at least five careers
related to their favorite animals, they have
some awareness of animal-related careers.
Self-understanding skills can be assessed
by the “apply” question. Are they able to
see how their own interests, likes and
dislikes may affect their jobs?

Time One hour
Required:

Suggested Up to 25
Group Size:

Materials Blank sheets of paper, pens or pencils,
Needed: magazines with pictures of people with

animal careers (optional) and glue
(optional)

1. Experience (Doing)

Invite each child to pick a favorite animal and draw it 
or find and cut it from a magazine. Working together
should be encouraged. Next, ask the children to draw
(or cut from a magazine) three possible jobs working
with that animal. Have them leave space for more
possible jobs. After they are done drawing, ask them 
to explain their drawings to others in the group. Small
groups of five or less work best.

When the children have explained their pictures, invite
them to add at least two more jobs to it. Tell them it 
is okay to use an idea they saw in someone else’s
drawing. After they have completed the additional
careers, ask them to choose the job they would most
like to have and circle it.

Ask them to explain why they chose that job and what a
person does who has that job. Encourage the children
to learn more about that job on their own by asking a
parent, teacher, helper or someone who already has
that job. Continue with the “Talk It Over” questions.

Understanding Self & Others
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1. Tour a feed mill, veterinary clinic, zoo,
animal shelter, pet store or other location
where people work with animals.

2. Invite people with animal careers to talk
about their jobs and answer questions from
the children.

3. Encourage individuals to interview people
who hold animal careers. Children should
decide what they want to know and write
questions ahead of time.

2. Share (What happened?)

Q. What animal did you choose?

Q. How many jobs did you discover?

Q. Which job did you choose as the one 
you would most like to have?

3. Process (What’s important?)

Q. Did everyone choose the same animal? Why?

Q. Did people who had the same animal choose 
the same job? Why?

4. Generalize (So what?)

Q. Why did you choose
the job you did?

5. Apply (Now what?)

Q. Do you think you would be good at a job 
working with animals? Why or why not?

young female dairy
animal is called a

heifer and after she has
had a calf she is called 
a cow. The male is called 
a bull. A group of dairy
animals is called a herd.

A cow must have a calf
before she can produce
milk. It takes about nine
months after the bull is
mated with the cow before
a cow will give birth to a
calf. The calf is cared for 
by the farmer. It is fed milk
or a milk replacer using 
a large bottle with a nipple
attached. After a few weeks,
the calf will learn to drink
from a pail.

Cows are usually milked
twice a day. The milking 
is done by attaching a
milking machine to the
cow’s udder. The machine
takes the milk from the
teats and puts the milk 
into the milk tank.

Dairy cows are the major
source of milk and milk
products that are found in
grocery stores and schools.
Products such as cheese,
yogurt, ice cream, butter,
cottage cheese and frozen
yogurt are all made from
milk. They provide calcium
and vitamins which help
build strong bones and
teeth.

heep are raised for
their meat and wool.

Popular sheep wool breeds
are the Columbia,
Rambouillet, Corriedale
and Targhee. These
breeds and others are
known for their ability to
provide a large amount of
heavy wool. Popular meat
breed such as Hampshires
and Suffolks have large
bodies, dark faces and
dark legs. Twins are quite
common with these
breeds. Dual purpose
breeds like the Dorset,
Lincoln and Montadale
provide both good spinning
wool and meat.

The female sheep is called
an ewe, the male a ram
and a young sheep a
lamb. A group of sheep 
is called a flock. It takes
about five months from 
the time of mating until 
the lambs are born. Some
ewes may have single,
twin or triplet lambs. The
lambs nurse (obtain milk)
from the ewe until they 
are weaned, when milk 
is no longer needed.

Sheep like to graze on
grass pastures when
these are available. They
will also eat hay and grain.
Lambs weaned from their
mothers are fed a growing
diet of grains and minerals
so they will grow fast.

Dairy CowsSheep

S A

Talk it Over
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Getting Started
Trying to play any kind of game with over
40 different items is challenging for anyone
and especially this age group. Start with only
a few body parts and continue to add more to whatever
activity you choose. The easiest parts to learn are
marked with an asterisk (*) in the Body Parts Answer
Key. Several of the activities described require small
cards with the name of the part written on one side and
its number on the other side. Coloring the edges of the
easiest parts cards with a marker makes separating
them easier. One set for every five youth works well.

Body Parts
From the time young people begin 
to talk they enjoy discovering the
names of the various parts of their
bodies. Learning the parts of farm
animals’ body parts is a way to
continue to build on this interest. 
In this activity some of the parts 
of eight popular farm animals 
may be introduced in fun ways.

Life Skill: Understanding self and others

Project Skill: Identifying animal body parts

What Group Play animal body part games
Will Do:

Recognition: Celebrate correct answers and all good 
tries

Evaluation: See how many new words the youth
understand from the beginning of the
activity to the end in relation to both the
animals and themselves.

Time One hour
Required:

Suggested 5 to 10 youth
Group Size:

Materials Copies of animal(s) part diagram(s), cards
Needed: with names of body parts (one name per

card), tape, large outlines of animals

1. Experience (Doing)

Choose one or more of the following games to play:

1. Part on the Back.
Tape a name of a part on each person’s back. 
The task is to see if each can guess what part it is 
by asking others questions. Youth should start with
yes/no answers then
begin giving hints.

1. Poll
* 2. Comb
* 3. Ear
* 4. Beak

5. Throat 
latch

* 6. Neck
7. Dewlap
8. Breast

9. Heart girth
10. Shoulder
11. Brisket

* 12. Elbow
13. Thigh

* 14. Knee
15. Jowl

* 16. Snout
17. Muzzle

18. Dewclaw
19. Pastern
20. Fetlock

* 21. Hoof
* 22. Foot
* 23. Toe

24. Spur
* 25. Ribs

26. Barrel

27. Stifle
* 28. Udder
* 29. Teat

30. Hock
* 31. Ham

32. Gaskin
* 33. Wing

34. Leg of 
lamb

35. Round
36. Dock
37. Switch

* 38. Tail
39. Croup
40. Thurl
41. Rump

* 42. Hip
43. Loin

* 44. Back
45. Chine
46. Withers
47. Crops
48. Crest

2. Pin the Name.
Make a large outline of one or more of the animals and
have teams pin the part names on their outlines. Ask
them to take turns pinning the parts. When all the parts
have been pinned, have them check each other’s
animals. Allow time for discussion before providing a
“key.”

3. Whose Part?
Use all the parts for this one. First have teams divide
the parts according to the species they believe each
part belongs. If several species have the same part 
just have them choose one animal. After the parts are
separated, ask them to place the parts on the outlines.
Discuss what parts are unique to each species and
encourage guessing on any parts still remaining to 
be placed.

4. Same As Me.
Youth this age enjoy taping the names of the parts to
their own bodies. Again in teams have them tape each
part to one of their team members. When all the parts
are in place, ask the teams to tell why each part was
taped where it was and what a similar part on a person
is called.

Body Parts Answer Key

* Easier parts to learn

Some of
these parts
are easy to

find.
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2. Share (What happened?)

Q. What new parts did you learn?

Q. What game was most fun? Why?

3. Process (What’s important?)

Q. How are animal parts different than parts 
of your body?

Q. What parts of an animal’s body are called 
different names than parts of your body?

Q. Why is it good to know the parts of
an animal?

4. Generalize (So what?)

Q. What did you learn about
yourself doing this activity?

Q. What did you learn about
the others on your 
team?

1. Have the group show the body parts they
know on a live animal.

2. Demonstrate how a judge uses the names 
of the body parts when giving reasons for
comparing animals and placing them in a show.

5. Apply (Now what?)

Q. How can you be a better team member?

All pigs need a balanced
diet to grow healthy and
strong. The main ingredient
in a pig’s diet is corn. Other
ingredients such as milo,
barley, oats, soybean meal,
vitamins, and minerals are
added to the pig’s ration.

When a sow is ready to
give birth to her piglets, 
it is called farrowing. Most
sows are kept in a special
metal pen called a
farrowing crate. The sow
can stand up and lay down,
but she cannot turn around.
The farrowing crate helps
protect the piglets from
being crushed by their huge
mother. (A sow usually
weighs 500 pounds or
more, while her newborn
piglets only weigh 2 or 3
pounds!) The farrowing
crate also protects the
farmer when he or she
cares for the sow and her
piglets. Mother sows can 
be very grouchy!

Most farms wean (take the
piglets away from the sow)
when they are 21–28 days
old. The newly weaned
piglets are then called
weaners.They are kept in 
a special nursery building
where they are warm and
protected. When the
weaners are big enough
(about 40 pounds), they are
called feeder pigs. Feeder
pigs grow very fast! In 3 
to 4 months, they will be
220–260 pound market
hogs. Farmers truck their
market hogs to a packing
plant. Important by-
products (products
besides meat) come from
pigs. Pig skin is used to
treat human burn victims
and Pig heart valves can
be used to help people
whose own heart valves 
are unhealthy.

Swine or Pigs

Talk it Over

ChallengesChallenges

Yorkshire

Duroc

Hampshire
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wine, or pigs, are
raised mainly for the

purpose of their meat, or
port. There are eight major
breeds of swine raised in
the United States. The top
three breeds are: Durocs,
Hampshires, and
Yorkshires. Durocs are red
pigs with floppy ears. They
are known for their feed
efficiency, or how well they
grow on the amount of feed
they eat. Hampshires are
black pigs with a white band
around the shoulders and
white front legs. Their ears
are erect, in other words,
they stand straight up.
Hampshires are known for
producing very good pork
that has little fat. Yorkshires
are white pigs with erect
ears like Hampshires. They
are known as “the Mother
Breed” because they usually
have 10 or more piglets
(baby pigs) and take very
good care of them.

A young female pig that has
not raised a litter of piglets 
is called gilt. A mother pig is
called a sow. A male pig that
is kept to mate with females

is called a boar. Most 
male pigs are not used to
mate with females. They
have a simple operation
(castration) that keeps 
them from being able to 
sire (father) piglets. After
they are castrated, they are
called barrows. A group of
pigs that are kept together 
is called a herd. When a pig
that is raised for meat finally
weighs about 220–260
pounds, it is called a market
hog.

Swine have rough, coarse
hair, but not very much of it.
They need shelter from cold
and from the hot sun. The
farmer often uses straw to
make a soft, warm bed for
his or her pigs. When it is
hot, pigs need shade and
plenty of cool water to drink.
Did you know that pigs could
get a bad sunburn just like
you if they stay out in the
sun too long? Unlike people,
pigs cannot sweat, so the
farmer provides water
misters to keep their skin
cool. Another way a pig tries
to cool its body is to pant
when it gets hot.

S
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Safety is
Serious Stuff

Children see animals as fun,
interesting or entertaining but don’t
often think that animals can hurt
them by kicking, clawing or biting.
Animals act from instinct. They can
easily become frightened, panic and
defend themselves when a person
surprises them. The “Safety is
Serious Stuff” game is designed 
to teach basic animal safety rules 
in the context of a fun game. As a
result of playing this game children
will learn to be safer around animals
and learn that playing games can be
a fun way to learn and better
understand themselves.

Life Skill: Understanding self and others

Project Skill: Learning safe behavior around animals

What Group Play the “Safety is Serious Stuff” game
Will Do:

Recognition: Be sure each child participates fully in the 
game. As each child completes the game, 
award her/him a “Champion Safety Award”

Evaluation: Do players remember the rules that helped
them complete the game? Understanding
self and others can be assessed from the
questions

Time 45 minutes
Required:

Suggested Up to 25 (no more than five children per 
Group Size: game and no less than one adult to

supervise each group)

Materials Enough copies of the “Safety is Serious 
Needed: Stuff” game for a maximum of five children

per game and a “Champion Safety Award”
for each participant

Getting Started
Have the games ready to be played before the children
arrive. To get children thinking about animal safety, ask
them: “What kinds of animals have you been around?
What kinds of things did you do to be safe? Have you,
or anyone you know, ever been hurt by an animal?
What happened? Why did the animal act the way it
did?”

1. Experience (Doing)

Play the “Safety is Serious Stuff” game. Directions for
play are on the game. You may make additional safety
related questions to substitute for those now
on the game board. Here are possible
answers to the questions:

a. Lock it behind you

b. Shoes

c. Speak softly and approach 
where the horse can see you

d. Keep away from it — outside
the fence

e. The cow protecting its calf 
and hurting you

f. Flat

g. Long-sleeved shirt

h. A halter

v Wear leather, close-toed shoes
when around large animals.

v Remember to speak softly and
do not make sudden moves
around an animal.

v Be especially careful around
any animal with babies.

v Leave animals alone when they
are eating.

v Leave sick animals alone; they
may be in a bad mood.

v Be especially careful around
animals that you do not know.

Animal Safety Tips

You sure
look big!



1. Visit a place with animals such as an animal
shelter, zoo, farm or game preserve. Have the
children see how people working with the animals
keep themselves and the animals safe. What did
they see that would be unsafe?

2. Talk about different ways animals protect
themselves. Have the children look for pictures of
parts animals use to protect themselves (that could
hurt people) such as claws, hooves, horns and
teeth.

2. Share (What happened?)

Q. Did you have fun playing the game?

Q. What happened when you played the game?

3. Process (What’s important?)

Q. What new animal safety rules did you learn?

Q. Why is it important to be careful around 
animals?

4. Generalize (So what?)

Q. What did you learn about taking unnecessary
chances?

5. Apply (Now what?)

Q. What are some things you do to be safe?

Q. What can you do when you see someone 
who is about to do something that is not safe?

Talk it Over

ChallengesChallenges

Poultry

Chickens
There are many different breeds,
or types of chickens. Chickens
come in all sizes, shapes, and
colors. A young female chicken
that is under a year old is called 
a pullet. A female chicken that 
is over a year old is called a hen.
A young male chicken is called 
a cockerel. A male chicken that 
is over one year old is called a
cock or rooster. Baby chickens
are called chicks. A group of
chickens is called a flock.

Chickens are raised for eggs or
meat. A chicken kept for the eggs
she produces is called a layer or
laying hen. A chicken raised for
meat is called a broiler.

If a pullet or hen is mated to 
a cock, her eggs are fertile. 
This means that if the eggs are
incubated (warmed naturally by
the mother or in a machine called
an incubator), the eggs can
hatch. It takes 21 days for a
chicken egg to hatch. A pullet 
or hen does not need a cock or
rooster to lay eggs. If there is no
cock or rooster around, the eggs
will not be fertile. The eggs your
mother buys in the grocery store
are not fertile eggs. Eggs are a
very good source of protein, iron,
and phosphorus.

30

Turkeys
Most turkeys are
raised for their meat.
A female turkey is
called a hen. A male
turkey is called a
tom. Baby turkeys
are called poults. 
A group of turkeys 
is called a flock.

Most hen turkeys do
not make very good
mothers. The turkey
farmer usually places
the fertile eggs in 
a commercial
incubator to hatch. 
It takes 28 days for 
a turkey egg to
hatch. Turkeys are
big birds. They can
weigh more than 
25 pounds when fully
grown. Turkeys are
fed a special, high
protein diet to help
them stay healthy
and grow fast.

Ducks
Ducks are raised for
meat or eggs. Some
ducks lay eggs even
better than chickens!
A female duck is
called a duck. A
male duck is called 
a drake. Baby ducks
are called ducklings.
A group of ducks, like
most other poultry, is
called a flock. Ducks
are waterfowl. This
means they like to 
be near water. They
have fluffy down and
oily feathers that help
them float on the
water. Ducks have
webbed feet to help
them move quickly
through the water.
Their bills are
rounded and flat to
help them drill in the
mud for insects and
other food.

Geese
Geese are also
waterfowl. Geese 
are raised for meat,
down (soft under-
feathers), or as
weeders. A weeder
goose is used to 
eat unwanted weeds
and grasses from 
a garden or pasture.
The soft down of a
goose is used to stuff
pillows, comforters,
and is used in some
clothing. A female
goose is called a
goose. A male goose
is called a gander.
Baby geese are
called goslings. It
takes 28–30 days 
for a gosling to hatch.
Geese are very good
mothers. Always be
careful around a
mother goose! They
can pinch very hard
with their strong bills!
A group of geese is
called a flock or a
gaggle.

hickens, turkeys, ducks, and geese are called poultry. These
birds all have wings, feathers, and feet, but most cannot fly very

well and some cannot fly at all.
C
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2. Take turns
spinning the
spinner. The
first player to
get “O”
starts.

1. Cut out the arrow, spinnerboard and
game board. Use a pin to construct the
spinner. Mount all on heavier paper and
have the youth color the pieces. Make
additional copies of the Champion
Safety Award.

Safety is
Serious Stuff 

A. You’ve justgone through agate into a pigpen.
Q. What shouldyou do now?

B. You're walking
around farm
animals.

Q. What should
you wear on

your feet?

C. 
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E. 
Acow has a

new calf.

Q. What should

you be
careful of?

F. You want to give a
horse a treat.

Q. How should you hold your
hand?

G. 

You want to pick

up a rabbit.

Q. What should

you wear?

H. 
You want to movea sheep.

Q. What shouldyou use to leadit?

Finish

Start

2 1
0

2 1

3
2

1

Directions

3. In turn each player spins and moves the
number of spaces shown on the spinner. 
If the player lands on a question and
answers it correctly the player moves
ahead one space. If the answer is not
correct the player moves back one space.

4. Play continues 
until each person
crosses the “Finish”
line and collects a
Champion Safety
Award.
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Youth will enjoy many additional activities as they become more interested in farm animals. 
The following are topics that could be developed into learn-by-doing experiences.

Selection and Judging
______ Identifying Species of Animals
______ Identifying Breeds of Animals
______ Identifying Parts of Animals
______ Identifying Animal Tracks
______ Choosing an Animal to Raise
______ Describing Differences between Animals
______ Attending an Animal Show
______ Selecting a Project Animal
______ Constructing the Ideal Animal
______ Talking Like a Livestock Judge

Management Practices
______ Preparing for a New Animal
______ Identifying an Animal
______ Selecting Equipment
______ Using Livestock Equipment
______ Observing Animal Behavior
______ A Year in the Life of a Farm Animal
______ Traveling with a Pet
______ Practicing Safety Around Animals
______ Training an Animal
______ Caring for an Animal
______ Learning Livestock Terms
______ Determining an Animal’s Age

Health Practices
______ Exploring a Veterinary Clinic
______ Examining an Animal
______ Grooming an Animal
______ Taking an Animal’s Temperature, Pulse and

Respiration Rate
______ Recognizing a Healthy Animal
______ Recognizing a Sick Animal
______ Exploring Animal Diseases
______ Protecting an Animal from Danger
______ Identifying Health Supplies

Products and Marketing
______ Identifying Products from Farm Animals
______ Exploring Animal-Related Careers
______ Reading a Livestock Magazine
______ Exploring a Retail Meat Counter
______ Moving from Farm to Plate
______ Exploring By-products from Animals

Feeds and Feeding
______ Touring a Feed Store
______ Identifying Animal Feed Ingredients
______ Exploring What Animals Eat
______ Selecting Feed
______ Feeding an Animal
______ Reading a Feed Label

Other Project Activities
______ Visiting a Zoo
______ Visiting a Pet Store
______ Touring a Farm
______ Giving a Presentation
______ Attending a 4-H Club Meeting
______ Visiting the Humane Society
______ Participating in a 4-H Skillathon
______ Photographing Animals
______ Keeping a Scrapbook

Animal Fitting, Training and Showing
______ Washing an Animal
______ Grooming an Animal
______ Showing an Animal
______ Handling an Animal

Animal Reproduction and Genetics
______ Determining the Sex of an Animal
______ Caring for a Newborn Animal
______ Observing an Animal’s Birth
______ Caring for an Orphaned Animal

Exploring Project Meeting Ideas
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Learner Outcomes Life Skills Before After
Makes good decisions 1  2  3 1  2  3

Understands self and others 1  2  3 1  2  3

Relates well to others 1  2  3 1  2  3

Knows how to learn 1  2  3 1  2  3

Exploring Farm Animals

D id the youth who participated in the activities in 
this guide change as a result of their experiences? 

Did they learn more about farm animals and their care? 
Do they now have more confidence relating to others,
learning how to learn and making decisions? 

For your use this evaluation has been prepared. The 
“What Group Will Do” for each activity in each guide 
is listed. Simply note the youth’s skill level prior to the
activity and after the activity.

Begin each indicator with

“Youth have the ability to ____________.”

1 - To a great extent
2 - Somewhat
3 - Not at all

Animal Knowledge and Skills Before After
Uses terms related to farm animals. 1  2  3 1  2  3

Names food people eat that comes 1  2  3 1  2  3from farm animals.

Identifies animal products found 1  2  3 1  2  3in a grocery store.

Explains how an animal uses its 1  2  3 1  2  3body parts.

Describes how to care for farm animals. 1  2  3 1  2  3

Matches animal feeds with the animals 1  2  3 1  2  3that eat them.

Demonstrates farm animal management 1  2  3 1  2  3techniques.

Identifies jobs and careers that involve 1  2  3 1  2  3working with animals.

Knows the rules for safe behavior 1  2  3 1  2  3around animals.

Evaluating the Impact
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General Livestock
Terms

Breed - A group of animals with
common ancestry and characteristics.

By-product - An item of lesser value
than the major product. For example,
goat meat is a by-product of dairy
goats raised to give milk.

Dam - Female parent.

Feed - Food given to animals to
provide them with essential nutrients.

Hay - Livestock feed made from
forage that has been cut and allowed
to dry so that it may be stored without
molding.

Herd - A group of animals particularly
cattle, horses, pigs or goats.

Nutrients - Building blocks of nutrition
that must be eaten each day by
animals for good health and growth.
There are six major classes of
nutrients: proteins, carbohydrates,
lipids, vitamins, minerals and water.

Ration - The total feed intake of an
animal in a 24-hour period.

Roughage - A kind of feedstuff,
consisting of the leaves and stems of
plants, relatively high in fiber content.

Ruminant - Hoofed animals that chew
cud and have complex three or four-
chambered stomachs.

Showmanship - The presentation of
an animal at a show including proper
fitting, showing procedure and
exhibitor appearance.

Sire - The male parent.

Skillathon - A series of learn-by-doing
stations where teams attempt to solve
a problem before being told or shown
how.

Water - An important food nutrient
used by the animal’s body to carry
away waste products, lubricate joints
and serve as a built-in cooling system.

Dairy and Beef
Terms

Bull - A male animal that has not 
been castrated.

Calves - Cattle that are less than 
one year old.

Colostrum - The first milk—high in
antibodies—produced by a female
mammal after she gives birth.

Cow - A female of the cattle species
that has had a calf.

Dropped - Born; birth given to; calved.

Feed - Food given to animals so they
have essential nutrients.

Fitting - The clipping, washing and
grooming of animals for show.

Freshen - To give birth to a calf and
begin producing milk.

Heifer - The young female of cattle
species; one that has not yet had a
calf.

Hooks - Hip bones.

Offspring - Animals born to a parent,
or later generations of the same
family.

Polled - Born without horns.

Silage - A crop that has been turned
into animal feed through fermentation
in a silo, or stored with little exposure
to oxygen.

Sire - The male parent; the father.

Steer - A male bovine (cattle) that 
is castrated before puberty.

Straw - Stems of cereal grains after
the grain is harvested. Often used as
bedding for animals.

Udder - The mammary glands,
including the teats of farm animals.

Yearling - An animal between one and
two years of age.

Horse Terms

Colt - A male foal.

Farrier - A person who provides hoof
care for horses, including shoes.

Filly - A female foal.

Foal - An unweaned colt or filly under
one year of age.

Gelding - A male horse that has been
castrated.

Mare - A mature female horse four
years or older.

Mule - A cross between a female
horse and a male donkey.

Pony - An equine not more than 14.2
hands high (59 inches at withers).

Stallion - A mature male horse four
years of age or older, not castrated.

Tack - Horse equipment used for
riding, driving and general care.

Weanling - A foal that has been
separated (weaned) from its dam 
and is not yet one year old

Withers - The tallest part on top of the
horse where the neck joins the back.

Poultry Terms

Bantams - Miniature chickens, usually
one-fourth to one-fifth the weight of
regular chickens.

Beak - The horny mouth parts of
chickens, turkeys and upland game
birds.

Broiler - Male or female chickens 
up to the age of eight weeks bred
especially for production of meat. 
Also called 
a fryer.

everal games can be played using theterms in this glossary. Examples areName on the Back, Animal Bingo, Matching,Story Telling and Spelling Bee.

S
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Chick - A newly hatched chicken 
of either sex.

Cock - A male chicken over one year
of age.

Cockerel - A male chicken under one
year of age.

Coop - The place where chickens are
kept; at shows, the cage in which a
chicken is exhibited.

Crop - The enlarged part of the gullet,
between the neck and body, in which
food is stored temporarily and
softened for digestion.

Down - The soft feathers located
under the contour or body feathers of
poultry (especially ducks and geese).
Also the first covering on newly
hatched chicks.

Drake - A mature male duck.

Duck - A mature female duck; 
also called a hen.

Duckling - A young duck.

Flock - A group of chickens, ducks,
geese or turkeys living together.

Fowl - A collective term applying 
to domestic chickens, ducks, geese,
turkeys and sometimes other avian
species.

Fryer - (Broiler) A young, meat-type
chicken, usually processed before
eight weeks of age.

Gaggle - Another name for a group 
of geese (see flock).

Gander - A male goose.

Goose - A mature female.

Gosling - Young goose.

Hen - A female of many avian species.
Also a female chicken one year of age
or older.

Incubation - The process whereby
fertile poultry eggs are warmed either
artificially or by the female bird in
order that live offspring may hatch.
See incubator.

Incubator - A device that enables
fertile eggs to be warmed to at both
proper temperatures and length of
time required for hatching.

Poult - Young turkey of either sex.

Pullet - A female chicken less than
one year old.

Saddle - The rear of the back of 
a male fowl.

Tom - A male turkey.

Rabbit Terms

Buck - An unaltered male rabbit.

Dewlap - The fold or folds of loose
skin hanging from the throat of a doe.

Doe - An unspayed female rabbit.

Fryer - Young meat rabbit under five
pounds.

Hutch - A human-built cage or rabbit
home that gives protection to the
animal.

Kindle - The process of giving birth 
to young rabbits.

Kit - A baby rabbit under 16 ounces.

Litter - The young rabbits being raised
by one doe.

Rabbitry - The area of building in
which a group of hutches and rabbits
are kept.

Saddle - The rounded, intermediate
part of the back between shoulder 
and loin.

Sheep Terms

Docking - Removing the long tails 
of baby lambs.

Ewe - A female sheep.

Ewe lamb - A female sheep that is
less than one year old and is usually
not bred.

Flock - A group of sheep.

Lamb - A sheep under one year of
age or the meat from young sheep.

Mutton - The meat from mature
sheep.

Ram - A male sheep, also known 
as a “buck”.

Tagging - Practice of shearing wool
on udder and dock region of sheep.

Wether - A male sheep that is
castrated before puberty.

Swine Terms

Barrow - A male pig that is castrated
before puberty. 

Boar - An uncastrated male pig.

Farrow - The term for when a sow
gives birth to piglets.

Gilt - A young female pig that has not
yet produced her first litter.

Hogs - Another word for swine. Some
use PIGS for younger animals and
HOGS for older animals. A PIGLET is
a very young animal, often from birth
until weaning.

Litter - The group of piglets born to 
a sow at one time. Ideally there will 
be 10–12 live piglets born in a litter.

Market Hogs - Swine approximately 
5 to 6 months of age and weighing
220–260 pounds. They are sold for
slaughter to manufacture pork products.

Pork - Meat from hogs.

Sow - A female breeding hog that has
produced one or more litters.
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Animal Associations
American Dairy Goat Association
P.O. Box 186
Spindale, NC  28160
www.adga.org

American Rabbit Breeders 
Association, Inc.
P.O. Box 426
Bloomington, IL 61702-0426
www.arba.net

American Cat Association
8101 Katherine Avenue
Panorama City, CA 91402

National Sheep 
Improvement Program
American Lamb Council
6911 South Yosemite Street
Englewood, CO  80112-1414
www.nsip.org

National Dairy Council
6300 North River Road
Rosemont, IL 60018
www.nationaldairycouncil.org/index.html

National Dairy Herd Improvement 
Association
3021 East Dublin — Granville Road
Columbus, OH  43229
(614) 890-3630
www.dhia.org

National Livestock and Meat Board
444 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60011

National Pork Producers Council
P.O. Box 10383
Des Moines, IA 50306
www.nppc.org

American Kennel Club
260 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016-2408
(919) 233-9767
www.akc.org

American Poultry 
Association
26363 Tucker Road
Estacada, OR  97023
(503) 630-6759
www.ampltya.com

American Horse Council
1700 K. Street, NW
Suite 300
Washington, DC  20006-3805
(202) 296-4031

National Cattleman’s 
Beef Association
P.O. Box 3469
Englewood, CO  80155
(303) 694-0305
www.beef.org

National 4-H Curriculum
Animal Publications
50 animal activity guides are available 
for youth grades 3–12 from the National 
4-H Curriculum. Check the next page for
guides supporting experiential activities 
for beef, cat, dairy, dog, goat, horse, pets,
poultry, rabbit, sheep and swine. Order
online at www.4-hcurriculum.org.

Animal Patterns
Calf Pattern BU-07332
Lamb/Kid Pattern BU-07514
Horse Pattern BU-07200
Rabbit Pattern BU-07199
Baby Pig Pattern BU-07201

Order online at www.4-hcurriculum.org.



Science, Engineering
and Technology
Agricultural Science 
• Afterschool Agriculture
Animal Science
• Beef •  Meat Goat
• Cat •  Pets
• Dairy Cattle •  Poultry
• Dairy Goat •  Rabbit
• Dog •  Sheep
• Embryology •  Swine
• Entomology •  Veterinary Science
• Exploring Farm Animals
• Horse
Engineering and Technology
• Aerospace Adventures
• Electric Excitement
• Exploring 4-H Robotics 
• Geospatial
• Sewing Expressions
• Small Engines
• Woodworking Wonders
Environmental Science
• Exploring Your Environment
• Forestry—Forests of Fun
• Fishing for Adventure
• Outdoor Adventures
Plant Science
• Down-to-Earth—Gardening in the Classroom
• Gardening
Science Discovery
• Science Discovery Series

Healthy Living
Health and Fitness
• Bicycle Adventures
• Child Development—Kids on the Grow
• Keeping Fit and Healthy
Nutrition
• Foods
• Microwave Magic

Citizenship
Communication and Expressive Arts 
• A Palette of Fun
• Communications—Express Yourself!
• ¡Qué Rico! Latino Cultural Arts 
• Theatre Arts
• Visual Arts
Community Action
• Citizenship—Public Adventures
• Service Learning
Leadership
• Exploring 4-H
• Step Up To Leadership
Personal Development
• Consumer Savvy
• Financial Champions
Workforce Preparation
• Be the E—Entrepreneurship
• Get in the Act!

Resources
• Experiential Learning Video

Find more about Exploring Farm Animals
and other projects online at:

wwwwww..44--hhccuurrrriiccuulluumm..oorrgg

Discover over 180 National 4-H Curriculum titles in mission areas of Science, Engineering
and Technology; Healthy Living; and Citizenship. Youth activity guides are filled with fun,
engaging experiences that cultivate abilities youth need for everyday living as they
progressively gain knowledge about subjects that interest them.  

All titles have been reviewed and recommended by the National 4-H Curriculum Jury Review
process, signifying their excellence in providing hands-on learning experiences for youth.



The 4-H Pledge
I pledge 

my Head to clearer thinking,
my Heart to greater loyalty,

my Hands to larger service, and
my Health to better living,

for my club, my community,
my country, and my world.
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